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Abstract
To fully understand the properties of Accuracy-based Learning Classifier Systems, we need
a formal framework that captures all components of classifier systems, that is, function approx-
imation, reinforcement learning, and classifier replacement, and permits the modelling of them
separately and in their interaction. In this paper we extend our previous work on function ap-
proximation [22] to reinforcement learning and its interaction between reinforcement learning and
function approximation. After giving an overview and derivations for common reinforcement learn-
ing methods from first principles, we show how they apply to Learning Classifier Systems. At the
same time, we present a new algorithm that is expected to outperform all current methods, discuss
the use of XCS with gradient descent and TD(λ), and given an in-depth discussion on how to study
the convergence of Learning Classifier Systems with a time-invariant population.
1 Introduction
Accuracy-based Learning Classifier Systems (LCS), a Machine Learning method that combines function
approximation, reinforcement learning and evolutionary computation, are capable of evolving human-
readable production rules that describe the most general but still accurate representation of a solution.
While featuring competitive performance in single-step tasks, such as data mining [40, 24, 4, 19, 2],
they still only show limited success in other than relatively trivial delayed-reward tasks [3, 1, 21]. These
limitations have stimulated research to formulate partial models of LCS [14, 16, 52]. However, even the
latest theoretical developments have only produced piecemeal models that do not adequately capture
the interaction between the different components of LCS.
As we have already argued in [22], to make adequate progress in the understanding of LCS we
need a formal framework and model that is able to capture all components and their interactions. The
framework should bridge the gap between LCS and its related Machine Learning techniques to reveal
similarities and differences, and ease the translation of new developments from one field to the other.
Additionally, it needs to be flexible enough to allow for the incorporation of eventual extensions to
LCS.
In this paper we concentrate on investigating the reinforcement learning component of LCS, and
how it interacts with its function approximation. Our study does not yet consider the replacement
of classifiers and will therefore assume a time-invariant classifier population. We will build on and
extend the framework that we have previously introduced to study the function approximation in
LCS [22]. It is known that certain methods of reinforcement learning are not stable when used in
combination with particular function approximation architectures. Q-Learning, for example, is known
to diverge in some cases when used in combination with linear function approximation [12]. Hence, to
guarantee stability of the application of LCS to multi-step problems, we need to study the compatibility
between reinforcement learning and LCS function approximation. We will not consider the modified
LCS function approximation architecture introduced in [52] for the reasons given in [22].
The first comparison between reinforcement learning and LCS was done in [20], where Dorigo and
Bersini show that a Very Simple CS without generalisation and slightly modified implicit bucket brigade
is equivalent to tabular Q-learning. A more general study showed how Evolutionary Computation
can be used for reinforcement learning [35]. The latter investigates reinforcement learning on both
the policy level and the value function level, but ignores the development of XCS [57] which moves
LCS even closer to reinforcement learning, in particular Q-learning. Wilson was possibly the first to
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use XCS for function approximation [58]. Since then, it has been explicitly linked to reinforcement
learning with function approximation in an attempt to add gradient descent to the Q-Learning update
of XCS [17, 18], which was criticised by Wada et al. [51], and is commented on in Section 4.2.4. Recent
developments that improved the performance of LCS in multi-step problems were the extension of the
function approximation architecture for single classifiers [59, 33], the introduction of the Recursive Least
Squares algorithm to improve approximation speed and accuracy [32], and our use of the Kalman filter
to provide more accurate error estimation for classifiers [22]. Simultaneously, Booker has developed a
hyper-plane coding scheme for classifiers [8], related to CMAC’s of reinforcement learning. Similarly
to [52] it forms its approximation by aggregating the approximation of classifier, which is why we will
not consider it in our framework.
Due to LCS’s reliance on reinforcement learning methods to solve multi-step problems, we will use
studies of the latter to guide our investigations. They originate in Dynamic Programming (DP) and
Temporal-Difference Learning [53], where the theoretical properties of DP are usually at the heart
of answering questions of the stability of various reinforcement learning methods. Therefore we have
chosen to first introduce common methods in DP and then to show how reinforcement learning builds
on them.
Firstly, in section 2 we introduce how problems can be formulated in the reinforcement learning
framework, and the approach that is taken by DP to solve such problems. Furthermore, we describe the
function approximation architecture that we will discuss in combination with reinforcement learning,
and how to express everything in the more lucid matrix notation.
Based on that framework, in Section 3 we will introduce common methods in reinforcement learn-
ing by firstly describing how the problems are approached by DP. Furthermore, we will discuss how
to reduce the spatial an computational requirements of the different DP approaches by the use of
function approximation, and how that influences their stability. By introducing and discussing Tem-
poral Difference Learning, we show how DP methods can be efficiently approximated while lowering
the computational costs. We conclude this section by showing how to combine them with function
approximation and how to use them without a model of the problem.
In Section 4, we will firstly introduce the structure of the LCS function approximation based on
our work in [22]. Applying our previous description of reinforcement learning, we will derive from first
principles how to combine the LCS approximation architecture with reinforcement learning to provide
several model-based and model-free methods. For Q-Learning with LCS we will, in addition, give details
about two possible implementations, one based on the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm, and the
other based on the Kalman filter. As a final step, we will give an overview in Section 4.4 of how to
study the convergence of reinforcement learning with LCS function approximation by looking at the
properties of a DP iteration. Note that the convergence of the LCS reinforcement learning is still an
open question, which our framework might help to answer.
2 The Reinforcement Learning Framework
This section gives an overview to the type of problems that we deal with, and how a method called
Dynamic Programming (DP) can be used to approach such problems. Most of that section can be
found in more detail in [6]. The notation that is used is a blend of [6] and [47], and allows integration
into the LCS function approximation framework introduced in [22].
2.1 Problem Formulation
We will concentrate on problems that are solvable by reinforcement learning and are therefore express-
ible as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs): Let S be the set of states of the problem domain, which we
will assume to be of finite1 size N , and will hence map to the set of natural numbers N. In every state
i ∈ S we can perform an action a out of a finite set A that leads us to the next state j. The probability
of transition pij(a) from state i to state j upon performing action a is given by the transition function
p : S × S × A → R. Every such transition is mediated by a scalar reward rij(a), defined through the
reward function r : S ×S ×A→ R. The positive discount factor γ ∈ R with 0 < γ ≤ 1 determines the
preference of immediate reward over future reward. Therefore, the MDP that describes the problem is
defined by the quintuple {S,A, p, r, γ}.
1A finite state space is assumed to simplify analysis. It might be possible to extend our analysis to continuous state
spaces, but that might require significantly more technical work. For examples of an analysis of reinforcement learning
in continuous state spaces see [29, 38].
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The aim is for every state to pick the action that maximises reward in the long run, where future
rewards are possibly valued less that immediate rewards. A possible solution is represented by a policy
µ : S → A, which returns the chosen action µ(i) for any state i ∈ S. Thus, when fixing a policy
µ, the MDP is reduced to a Markov Chain with transition probabilities pµ : S × S → R, where the
transition probability from state i to state j is given by pµij = pij(µ(i)), with a reward r
µ : S × S → R
of rµij = rij(µ(i)). In such cases we will usually operate with the expected reward r
µ
i : S → R given
some state i, which is
rµi =
∑
j∈S
pµijr
µ
ij =
∑
j∈S
pij(µ(i))rij(µ(i)). (1)
This reward expresses what we would expect to receive when choosing an action according to policy µ
in state i.
2.2 Dynamic Programming Approach
An approach that is taken by DP is to define a value function V : S → R that expresses for each state
in the state space how much reward we can expect to receive in the long run. Let µ = {µ0, µ1, . . . } be
a sequence of policies where we are operating according to policy µt at time t, starting at time t = 0.
Then the reward that is accumulated after n steps starting at state i, called the n-step return V µn for
state i, can be given by
V µn (i) = E
(
γnR(in) +
n−1∑
t=0
γtrµtitit+1 |i0 = i
)
,
where {i0, i1, . . . } is the sequence of states, and R(in) is the expected return that we will receive when
starting from state in. The discount factor γ is part of the problem formulation and determines how
much we value future reward when compared to immediate reward2. The optimal expected n-step
return starting from state i, denoted by V ∗n (i), is the one that chooses a policy that maximises that
return,
V ∗n (i) = max
µ
V µn (i).
Finite-step cases can be seen as a special case of infinite-horizon problems that are guaranteed to end
in a reward-free terminal state at latest after n actions. Hence, we can concentrate on infinite-horizon
problems, for which the expected return when starting at state i is given by
V µ(i) = lim
n→∞E
(
n−1∑
t=0
γtrµkitit+1 |i0 = i
)
. (2)
The optimum V ∗ is again given by following the policy that maximises the expected return, that is
V ∗(i) = max
µ
V µ(i).
The policies associated with the optimal values form the solution to our problem. Fortunately, those
policies are typically stationary, that is µt = µ0 for all t = 0, 1, . . . . We will denote a stationary policy
by µ.
Given that we know the optimal value function V ∗, the optimal policy µ∗ is one that performs the
action that leads us to the highest-valued states out of all states that we can reach for the current
state, that is
µ∗(i) = argmax
a∈A
E (rij(a) + γV ∗(j)|i, a) .
Hence, once we know the optimal value function V ∗, we also know an optimal policy µ∗ and have
solved the problem.
2.3 Optimal Control and Belman’s Equation
In some cases we do not have a model of the problem but can only explore it by trial-and-error or
simulation. That might, for example, be the case when E(ri,j(a) + γV ∗(j)|i, a) cannot be evaluated.
In such cases we can resort to storing values for state-action pairs rather than only for states. Let
2Note that the difference between reward and return is that return implicitly considers future reward, whereas reward
does not.
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Q : S ×A→ R be the function that gives the expected return Q(i, a) when taking action a in state i,
that is, for some policy µ,
Qµ(i, a) = lim
n→∞E
(
ri0i1(a) + γ
n−1∑
t=1
γtrµitit+1|i0 = i, a
)
= E (rij(a) + γV µ(j)|i, a) ,
which is the expected return when taking a in state i and then following policy µ. Equally, the value
function can be expressed as the Q-value of that state when following the current policy µ, that is
V µ(i) = Qµ(i, µ(i)).
Given that the policy µ is optimal, the optimal action in state i is the one with the highest Q-value.
Hence, knowing the optimal Q∗-values, we can derive the optimal policy be evaluating
µ∗(i) = argmax
a∈A
Q∗(i, a).
This allows us to express the optimal value function using that policy by
V ∗(i) = Q∗(i, argmax
a∈A
Q∗(i, a)) = max
a∈A
Q∗(i, a).
Combining that with the definition of the Q-values gives us some form of Bellman’s Equation
V ∗(i) = max
a∈A
E (rij(a) + γV ∗(j)|i, a) , (3)
which relates the optimal values of different states by defining them as the maximum sum of expected
reward and value of the next state. Finding a solution to that equation forms the core of most DP
methods.
We can derive a similar form of equation for a stationary policy µ. Then, a value of state i is defined
according to Eq. (2), which can be rewritten as
V µ(i) = lim
n→∞E
(
rµi0i1 + γ
n−1∑
t=1
γtrµitit+1|i0 = i
)
.
The sum in the expectation is by definition the value of state i1. Hence, above is equal to
V µ(i) = E
(
rµij + γV
µ(j)|i) , (4)
which is Bellman’s Equation for a fixed policy µ.
2.4 Problem Types
The three basic classes of infinite-horizon problems are:
Stochastic shortest path problems These problems are undiscounted, i.e. γ = 1, with a reward-
free terminal state 0, and require finding the sequence of actions that maximise the overall reward
and lead to that terminal state. With the assumption that the terminal state is always reachable,
these problems are in effect finite-horizon problems, but the distance to the horizon may be
random.
Discounted problems This set of problems have γ < 1 and a bounded reward function to make the
value V µ(i) well defined. Discounted problems are similar to stochastic shortest path problems
as for every discounted problem we can generate an equivalent stochastic shortest path problem
that leads to the same optimal value function [6, Ch. 2.3].
Average reward per step problems In some cases, the total return is V µ(i) = −∞ for every policy
µ and initial state i. In many such problems, however, the average reward per step is well defined
in its limit, and finite. We will not consider this set of problems any further.
Note that not all policies in the stochastic shortest path problem will lead to the terminal state. Hence,
in analysis we would have to restrict ourself to so-called proper policies that are guaranteed to reach
the terminal state. Besides that, its analysis is very similar to the one of discounted problems, which
is why we will only consider the case of the latter.
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2.5 Linear Approximation Architecture
Even though the set of states S is finite, it can be very large. Therefore, operating on the value function
V would be spatially prohibitive. A common approach is to not store the function V itself, but only an
approximation V˜ of it. The function approximation architecture that is currently known to work best
in combination with reinforcement learning is a linear architecture, including “[...] state aggregation
methods, CMACs, polynomial or wavelet regression techniques, radial basis function networks with
fixed bases, and finite-element methods” [36]. In [22] we describe how LCS deviate from that linear
architecture, but let us for now ignore that deviation and assume a simple linear architecture. We will
analyse how the LCS architecture operates within different reinforcement learning methods in Section
4.
Let {φ1, . . . φL} be a set of L basis functions φl : S → R that return different features of a
state. The collection of all features for some state i form its feature vector φ : S → RL, given by
φ(i) = (φ1(i), . . . , φL(i))′, where ·′ denotes the transpose and indicates that the vector is a column
vector. Additionally, let w ∈ RL denote the adjustable parameter vector of our approximation, called
the weight vector. Then, the approximation V˜ of V for some state i is given by the dot product of the
feature vector of that state and the weight vector, that is
V˜ (i) = w′φ(i).
The independence between the weight vector and the current state is the defining characteristic of a
linear approximation architecture.
For control problems, rather than using the value function V we operate on the Q-value function.
That function can be approximated by a linear architecture in the same way. Let w ∈ RL again be the
weight vector. Then the approximation Q˜ of Q for some state i is given by
Q˜(i) = w′φ(i).
The aim of the approximation is to minimise the weighted mean-squared error between the value
function V and its approximation V˜ , that is to find the weight vector w for which
min
w
∑
i∈S
pi(i)(V (i)− w′φ(i))2,
where pi(i) ∈ R is the weight assigned to state i ∈ S, with pi(i) > 0 for any i ∈ S, and ∑i∈S pi(i) = 1.
As that function is convex, we can find its unique minimum by setting its first derivative w.r.t. w to
zero. The same applies to approximating the Q-value function. For more details on linear function
approximation in general and w.r.t. LCS see [22].
As by the definition of the mean-squared error, the error weights pi(i) play a significant role in the
approximation process, and are determined by the state sampling distribution. If there is a generating
process that allows creating arbitrary state transitions, then those weights can be chosen freely. On the
other hand, if we only have a set of sample transitions, or only can perform transitions according to
the underlying Markov Process, then those error weights are determined by the sampling frequencies
or steady-state distribution of the Markov Chain respectively. As we will see later, having a good set
of transition samples available is important when approximating the value function.
2.6 Matrix Notation
As our state and action space are finite, it is convenient to apply matrix notation to ease readability.
For policy µ, let Pµ = (pµij) be the N × N transition matrix of the Markov Chain for that policy.
For that same policy, let rµ be the N -sized vector that holds as its ith element the expected reward
when following that policy from state i, that is rµ = (rµ1 , . . . , r
µ
N )
′, where rµi is the expected reward
for following policy µ in state i according to Eq. (1).
Let V be the N -sized value vector V = (V (1), . . . , V (N))′, where V (i) gives the value of state i.
Then, Bellman’s Equation for a fixed policy µ (Eq. (4)) becomes
V µ = rµ + γPµV µ,
where V µ is the value vector for policy µ. This form shows clearly that the value of a state is the
sum of the expected reward from that state and the expected discounted value of the state after one
transition. In future discussions we will use both value function and value vector to refer to the same
concept.
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To discuss linear function approximation, let Φ be the N ×L matrix that combines the features of
all states, that is
Φ =
 − φ(1)′ −. . .
− φ(N)′ −
 .
That allows us to define the approximation parameterised by the weight vector w as V˜ = Φw. Let
D be the N × N diagonal matrix with the sampling distribution pi(1), . . . pi(N) along its diagonal.
The approximation aims at minimising the weighted distance between the value vector V and its
approximation V˜ , given by ‖V − V˜ ‖D, where ‖ · ‖D denotes the weighted norm, given for any V ∈ RN
by ‖V ‖2D =
∑
i∈S pi(i)V (i)
2. We can find this approximation by orthogonally projecting the value
vector into the approximation subspace {√DΦw : w ∈ RL}, spanned by the column vectors of √DΦ,
and given by
V˜ = ΠDV,
where ΠD is the projection matrix
ΠD = Φ(Φ′DΦ)−1Φ′D. (5)
The L× L matrix Φ′DΦ is invertible if the basis functions φ1, . . . , φL are linearly independent and if
there are at least as many states as there are features, that is N ≤ L.
3 Common Methods in Reinforcement Learning
Using the described framework, we will discuss some methods that can be used to solve Bellman’s
Equation or an approximation of it. Whereas DP requires a complete model of the problem, Temporal-
Difference learning approximates its solution by iterative updates based on simulated state trajectories
and is therefore the more adequate method for the simulation-based approach and adaptive control.
3.1 Dynamic Programming Methods
Bellman’s Equation is a set of linear equations that can in theory be evaluated directly, given that
all problem parameters are known. However, even then the evaluation might be tedious and not very
efficient. Fortunately, several methods have been developed that make solving that equation easier. In
this section we will introduce some of those methods, about which more information can be found in
[6].
3.1.1 The Dynamic Programming Operators T and Tµ
The core of the DP methods is formed by the two DP updates, given by the mapping operators T and
Tµ. In this section we will define those operators and give a short description of their properties.
For any value vector V , we define the vector TV as the result of applying an update related to
Bellman’s Equation to it once, giving its components
(TV )(i) = max
a∈A
∑
j∈S
pij(a)(rij(a) + γV (j)). (6)
Similarly, for any stationary policy µ, we define the vector TµV as a result of applying an update
related to Bellman’s Equation for a fixed policy, giving its components
(TµV )(i) =
∑
j∈S
pµij(r
µ
ij + γV (j)),
which in matrix notation can be written as
TµV = rµ + γPµV.
We will write TnV for applying T to V , n times. Similarly, Tnµ V means the application of Tµ to V , n
times.
One elementary property of the mapping operators T and Tµ is that they both define a contraction
mapping. That is, given any value vectors V and V¯ and any policy µ,
‖TV − T V¯ ‖∞ ≤ γ‖V − V¯ ‖∞,
‖TµV − TµV¯ ‖∞ ≤ γ‖V − V¯ ‖∞,
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where ‖ · ‖∞ is the maximum norm, defined by ‖V ‖∞ = maxi |V (i)| . That means that when applying
the same operator to two different value vectors, they will move closer together (as γ < 1). Applying
them repeatedly will therefore lead us to some fixed point of that update. This property of the DP
operators is at the core of all of the methods.
Using those operators, we can state the main results of their analysis, as listed in [6]. Due to the
contraction property of T , the optimal value vector V ∗ is the unique vector that satisfies TV ∗ = V ∗,
which is Bellman’s Equation (Eq. (3)) in operator notation. Furthermore, repeatedly applying T to any
initial value vector V will result in the optimal value vector V ∗, that is limn→∞ TnV = V ∗. Similarly,
repeatedly applying Tµ to any initial value vector V with any fixed policy µ will give us the unique
solution to the Bellman Equation for fixed policy µ (Eq. (4)), that is limn→∞ Tnµ V = V
µ. However,
this policy µ is only optimal if and only if TµV ∗ = TV ∗. Note that it is possible to have several optimal
policies.
3.1.2 Standard and Asynchronous Value Iteration
Value iteration is a method that follows directly from the results of the last section. It is defined
by repeatedly applying T to the current value vector V . According to [6, Prop. 2.3], this method is
guaranteed to converge to the optimal value vector V ∗ for any initial vector V . However, we cannot
guarantee convergence before an infinite number of iterations.
Asynchronous Value Iteration is a variant to Value Iteration that does not update the values of all
states synchronously, but only updates one state per update. We will not give any formal definition of
the method here but will only state that, as long as every state is updated infinitely often, the method
converges to the optimal value vector V ∗ for any initial vector V [6, Prop. 2.5].
3.1.3 Standard and Modified Policy Iteration
As an alternative to Value Iteration, Policy Iteration will always terminate after a finite number
of iterations, and is based on alternating policy evaluation and policy improvement. In the policy
evaluation step at time t, we compute the values V µt for the policy µt as the solution to the system of
equations given by Eq. (4). Subsequently, we improve the current policy by
µt+1(i) = argmax
a∈A
∑
j∈S
pij(a) (rij(a) + γV µt(j)) ,
which in operator notation is
Tµt+1V
µt = TV µt .
The sequence of policies {µ0, µ1, . . . } generated by that procedure is monotonically improving and is
guaranteed to terminate with an optimal policy [6, Prop. 2.4].
If the number of states is large, the policy evaluation step of Policy Iteration might be computa-
tionally prohibitive. One way to get around this is to approximate the value function V µt by using
a limited number of Value Iteration updates. The idea behind this method, called Modified Policy
Iteration, is that value iteration involving a single policy (evaluating TµV ) is much less expensive than
an iteration involving all policies (evaluating TV ).
3.1.4 Asynchronous Policy Iteration
Asynchronous Policy Iteration allows for even more freedom than Modified Policy Iteration by mixing
Asynchronous Value Iteration with Policy Iteration. At each step, we can either i) update some states
of the value vector by Asynchronous Value Iteration, or ii) improve the policy of some set of states
by policy improvement. Hence, Asynchronous Policy Iteration is a generalisation over all previously
discussed methods. However, convergence can only be guaranteed if all states are updated infinitely
often, and for the initial policy µ0 and initial value vector V0 we have Tµ0V0 ≤ V0 [6, Prop. 2.5]. This
initial condition can be satisfied by selecting a proper initial policy µ0 and setting the initial value
vector such that V0 = V µ0 .
3.2 Approximate Dynamic Programming
Approximate DP applies the DP methods to an approximation V˜ of the value function rather than on
the value function V itself. That this change also modifies the convergence behaviour will be discussed
in the next two sections.
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3.2.1 Approximate Value Iteration
Approximate Value Iteration is based on the Value Iteration update Vt+1 = TVt performed on the
approximation V˜ . Hence, the update can be defined as
V˜t+1 = argmin
V˜
‖T V˜t − V˜ ‖,
which minimises the squared error of approximating the Value Iteration update T V˜t. As demonstrated
by Boyan and Moore [11], that method might diverge when used with even the most common function
approximation architectures, like linear or quadratic regression, local weighted regression, or neural net-
works. The identified problem was that even though the approximation is able to adequately represent
the optimal value function, it fails to approximate the immediate steps of the Value Iteration.
An option to avoid divergent behaviour of the method is to only use approximation architectures
that by themselves feature non-expansion to the maximum norm, as discussed by Gordon in [23]. A
non-expansion is similar to a contraction (see Section 3.1.1), but it does not necessarily have to reduce
the norm, as long as it does not expand it. As the DP operator T causes a contraction to the maximum
norm, applying a non-expansion to the same norm results in an overall contraction. This is sufficient
to state that, by the Contraction Mapping Theorem, the update converges to the unique fixed point
of the update procedure, given by the solution to
V˜ ∗ = argmin
V˜
‖T V˜ ∗ − V˜ ‖.
As for any approximation, the values that V˜ can take are restricted to the approximation space defined
by the approximation architecture.
A class of approximation architectures that fulfils the above requirement is the class of averagers
[23]. This class is characterised by having the approximation of a set of observations bounded from
below and above by the range of those observations, that is, the approximation can never exceed
the highest observed value. That class, for example, contains the methods of “[...] local weighted
averaging, k-nearest neighbour, Be´zier patches, linear interpolation, bilinear interpolation on a square
(or cubical, etc.) mesh, as well as simpler methods like grids and other state aggregation.” [23]. The
linear architecture, as described before, is not necessarily an averager and thus might diverge when
used for Approximate Value Iteration3.
3.2.2 Approximate Policy Iteration
Approximate Policy Iteration performs the policy evaluation step of Policy Iteration by generating
an approximation V˜ µt of the value function V µt [6]. The policy improvement step generates a new
policy based on the approximated value function. This method is proven to be significantly more stable
(in the sense that it cooperates with a higher variety of function approximation architectures) than
Approximate Value Iteration, but has the disadvantage of having to store the policy while evaluating
it. An alternative is to base the policy on the approximated value function of a partial evaluation of
the previous policy, which at worst means to directly derive the policy from the current value function
approximation at every step. We will discuss the impact of such a change in the next section, and will
for now assume that the policy is fully evaluated before it is improved.
As for the function approximation, we again assume a linear architecture and want to minimise the
mean-squared error ‖V µ − V˜ ‖D for a policy µ. There are several approaches to that [36], of which the
optimal solutions are different [41]:
Optimal approximate solution, which is to find the minimum of ‖V µ − V˜ ‖D, i.e. the orthogonal
projection V˜ µ = ΠDV µ onto the approximation subspace w.r.t. ‖ · ‖D. As we do not know V µ,
we can estimate its value by Monte-Carlo simulations, which makes the method computationally
expensive.
Minimal Quadratic Residual (QR) solution, which is to find the function V˜ µ that minimises the
Bellman residual ‖TµV˜ − V˜ ‖D. As this Bellman residual is related to the change caused by the
DP update for a constant policy, minimising this residual is equivalent to finding the solution for
which its change is minimised. Fortunately, for linear approximation architectures, finding the
QR solution is reduced to resolving a linear system of size K that can always be solved. Another
3To be more specific, the linear function approximation architecture is an averager as long as the features are state-
independent, e.g. if φ(i) = (1) for all i ∈ S.
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advantage of this method is that its stability is relatively insensitive to the sampling distribution
given by D, particularly when compared to the method that will be presented next [36]. A major
disadvantage is that finding the QR solution either requires a full model of the system, or at
least a generative model that allows as to produce sample trajectories. It cannot be applied to
problems where we only have a fixed set of trajectories [31].
Temporal-Difference (TD) solution, which aims at finding the fixed point V˜ µ = ΠDTµV˜ µ of the
update ΠDTµ, giving a projection of the DP update for a fixed policy into the approximation
subspace. Due to its use in LCS, we will discuss this method at length in a later section. For the
sake of comparison, let us only mention that this method is significantly more sensitive to the
sampling distribution given by D, but can be applied to problems where no model exists.
Probably the most general approach to the analysis of policy evaluation with linear function ap-
proximation, as introduced in [42], is to reduce the algorithms to matrix iteration of the form
wt+1 = Awt + b,
where wt is the weight vector after iteration t, A is an L × L matrix, and b is a vector of size L. To
study convergence of such an iteration, we need to know the spectral radius ρ(A), i.e. the eigenvalue
with the maximal absolute value ρ(A) = max{|λ| : λ ∈ σ(A)}, where σ(A) is the spectrum of A, that
is the set of its eigenvalues. The above iteration converges to its fixed point w = (I−A)−1b if and only
if matrix A has a spectral radius ρ(A) < 1. This investigation is expanded on in [34], where Merke and
Schoknecht show that for the case ρ(A) = 1 the iteration still converges under certain conditions, but
the limit depends on the initial weight vector w−1.
Both the QR and the TD-method can be reduced to such matrix iteration, as shown in [42]. In
[34], this matrix iteration was used to demonstrate that for the QR method there exists a range of
positive step-sizes α such that the method converges for every initial value w0. The method of TD is
more sensitive and might diverge if trajectory sampling does not follow the steady-state distribution
of the Markov Chain, as demonstrated in [25] and analysed in [49]. Even if we sample according to the
steady-state distribution, that distribution changes at the next policy improvement step, which might
mislead the Policy Iteration process [27]. More positively, TD was proven to converge faster than QR
under certain conditions, even in its weakest form, TD(0) [43].
The approximated value function V˜ µ will most likely never exactly represent V µ. Therefore, when
alternating approximate policy evaluation and greedy policy improvement we might improve the policy
rapidly in the first few iterations and then oscillate around the optimal policy. This behaviour is due
to the approximation error in comparison to the set of value functions that produce optimal policies.
At some point in the iteration we will not be able to get any closer to the optimal value function
V ∗ and the policy improvement step will therefore fail to be efficient. Hence, the algorithm does not
converge, but due to the closeness of the approximate value function to the optimal value function,
we can expect to reach good final policies [36]. Error bounds for sub-optimal policies can be found as
functions of the maximum norm in [6, Ch. 6.2], and as functions of the quadratic norm in [36].
3.2.3 Optimistic Policy Iteration
Optimistic Policy Iteration, like Policy Iteration, consists of a policy evaluation and a policy im-
provement step. However, in contrast to Policy Iteration, the policy improvement step is based on an
incomplete evaluation of the policy. The method is in many respects similar to Asynchronous Policy
Iteration introduced in Section 3.1.4 [6, Ch. 5.4].
By the use of a Value Iteration-like iterative update for state transition it, it+1 at time t+1, given
by a variant of Vt+1(it) = (TµVt)(it), we get a monotonically improving sequence of value functions
with the value function V µ for policy µ as its limit, given that each state is visited an infinite number
of times. Hence, we can perform policy improvement based on an intermediate step rather than the
limit. Optimistic Policy Iteration improves the policy after each partial policy evaluation step. As such,
it does not need to store the policy separately but can it derive at each step from the current value
function. Partially Optimistic Policy Iteration is a variant that performs several policy evaluation steps
before improving the policy and therefore needs to store the policy separately.
For the case without value function approximation, Tsitsiklis has shown that Optimistic Policy
Iteration with a synchronous value function update of
Vt+1 = (1− αt)Vt + αtTµtVt,
where µt is the policy at time t, converges to the optimal value function V ∗ with probability 1,
given that the scalar step-size α behaves according to stochastic approximation theory [50]. Similarly,
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convergence can be guaranteed if the value function update is only performed for one state at a time,
given that the states are sampled uniformly over the state space. In the same paper, Tsitsiklis also
proves convergence for the TD-method and a variant that can be applied to control problems, both
for the case of synchronous value function update. For an asynchronous update, however, when state
trajectories are observed or generated with a nonuniform distribution, the same methods are known
to be non-convergent in some cases.
What happens if we work with an approximated value function rather than a tabular representation
is still an partially open question, but in the light of results presented in this section, the outlook is
rather dim. Still, Konda and Tsitsiklis prove in [29] that some form of step-wise TD-update on an
approximate value function in combination with an approximated policy based on the same features
shows convergent behaviour, even for a special case of continuous state and action spaces. As the result
relies heavily on a linear approximation architecture, it is unclear if similar analysis can be performed
for the nonlinear function approximation architecture of LCS.
3.3 Temporal-Difference Learning
TD-Learning is a method for policy evaluation that can be used as part of (Optimistic and/or Ap-
proximate) Policy Iteration. It is actually a family of algorithms TD(λ) that is parameterised by the
scalar λ, with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
At its core is a sequence of temporally related events with associated predictions, of which the
predictions are updated in a step-wise fashion by the temporal difference between the old prediction
and the updated prediction. It originates from a reformulation of the Widrow-Hoff rule [55] for multi-
step sequences, resulting in TD(1), and is then generalised to TD(λ). From the reinforcement learning
perspective, it acts as a multi-step backup operator, in contrast to the single-step backup Tµ at the
core of most DP methods. The next sections discuss the TD-method from various different viewpoints,
starting with its origin, then on to its application in reinforcement learning, and finishing on how to
improve reinforcement learning with TD by using least-squared methods.
3.3.1 The Origins of TD(λ)
In his original paper [45], Sutton introduced TD-Learning as a method to update predictions on events
that are temporally related. It is derived by a rewrite of the Widrow-Hoff rule [55], which performs
gradient descent on a local approximation of the gradient. Given a state trajectory {i0, i1, . . . } due to
following policy µ, the sequence of rewards {rµi0i1 , rµi1i2 , . . . } and the value function Vt(i) at time t, we
use the updated prediction of the value of state it, given by r
µ
itit+1
+ γVt(it+1), to perform gradient
descent on the resulting local approximation error for state it,
(rµitit+1 + γVt(it+1)− V (it))2.
Following the gradient of the error w.r.t. V (it) results in the Widrow-Hoff weight update
Vt+1(it) = Vt(it) + αt(r
µ
itit+1
+ γVt(it+1)− Vt(it)), (7)
where αt is the positive scalar step-size at time t. This update modifies the value for the current state it
based on the current value of the next state it+1. Since the transition from it+1 to it+2 will update the
value for state it+1, we can also use this knowledge to update the value for state it. Performing such a
back-propagated update at time t+1 for the values of the states i0, . . . , it is the basis of TD-learning.
Given the policy µ, the value function Vt at time t, and the Temporal Difference dt(i, j) at time t
for performing a transition from state i to j,
dt(i, j) = r
µ
ij + γVt(j)− Vt(i),
the TD(λ) update is defined as
Vt+1(i) = Vt(i) + αtdt(it, it+1)et+1(it), ∀ i ∈ S, (8)
et+1(i) =
{
λγet(i) + 1 if i = it,
λγet(i) otherwise,
(9)
where et ∈ RN is the eligibility trace vector at time t, of which component et(i) gives the eligibility
trace for state i ∈ S at time t. Sutton has shown that for λ = 1, the above method is equivalent
to performing a Widrow-Hoff update on the current and all past states, even if combined with linear
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function approximation architectures [45]. On the other hand, setting λ = 0 causes TD-Learning to
update only the current state and is therefore equivalent to the local Widrow-Hoff update of Eq. (7).
Note that the interpretation of TD-Learning presented so far is called the Backward View as it treats
TD(λ) as looking backwards in time to update the prediction of all states that it has already visited.
3.3.2 Bias-Variance Tradeoff
A different, but mathematically equivalent interpretation for TD-Learning is the Forward View, which
treats TD(λ) as looking forward in time and founding the prediction of any state on the observation of
all future rewards. Given policy µ and the infinite state trajectory {i0, i1, . . . }, the new value of state
i at time t is according to TD(λ) estimated by
(1− λ)
∞∑
m=1
λm−1R(n)t ,
where R(n)t is the n-step return at time t, given by
R
(n)
t = r
µ
itit+1
+ γrµit+1it+2 + γ
2rµit+2it+3 + · · ·+ γnVt(it+n).
Hence, TD(λ) mixes returns of different lengths to generate a new estimate for the current state [47,
Ch. 7]. The closer λ is set to 1, the more future reward influences that estimate. A low λ, on the other
hand, will cause TD(λ) to rely mainly on the existing estimate Vt of the value of future states.
For λ = 1, the expected return is the unbiased Monte-Carlo return, which might have a high
variance, as it is based on a long stochastic sequence of rewards. λ = 0 only considers the current
reward and the current value estimate of the next state, causing the new estimate to have lower
variance (being based on less samples) but introduces a bias by the potential inaccuracy of the current
estimate [10]. Hence, the parameter λ controls the Bias-Variance Tradeoff of TD(λ). Several empirical
studies have demonstrated that intermediate values for λ give the best performance [45, 47].
3.3.3 The Temporal-Difference Operator T (λ)µ
Similar to the DP update operators T and Tµ (Section 3.1.1) for Dynamic Programming, we can
introduce an update operator for TD(λ), that we will denote by T (λ)µ , indicating value update by TD(λ)
according to policy µ. Given a value vector V , and the state sequence {i0, i1, . . . } from following policy
µ, T (λ)µ is according to [49] defined by
(T (λ)µ V )(i) = (1− λ)
∞∑
m=0
λmE
(
m∑
t=0
γtrµitit+1 + γ
m+1V (im+1)|i0 = i
)
,
for λ < 1, and
(T (1)V )(i) = E
( ∞∑
t=0
γtrµitit+1|i0 = i
)
= V µ(i),
for λ = 1, so that limλ↑1(T (λ)V )(i) = (T (1)V )(i) (under some technical conditions).
For λ < 1, the expectation is equivalent to the n-step return V µn , as defined in Section 2.2, and
is approximated by the trajectory-based n-step return R(n) of the last section. This shows again that
the λ parameter controls the mixing weights for returns of different lengths. If λ is set to 0, the T (0)µ
is equivalent to the DP operator Tµ for a fixed policy.
Regarding the properties of that operator, it was shown in [49, 6] that T (λ)m u describes a contraction
mapping w.r.t. the steady-state distribution due to policy µ; that is, for any λ ∈ [0, 1], and any
V, V¯ ∈ RN ,
‖T (λ)µ V − T (λ)µ V¯ ‖D ≤
γ(1− λ)
1− γλ ‖V − V¯ ‖D ≤ γ‖V − V¯ ‖D,
where D determines the steady-state distribution due to policy µ. Hence, repeatedly applying that
operator to a value vector makes it converge to the fixed point of the update, independent of its
initial value. Additionally, Berstekas and Tsitsiklis show in [6, Ch. 2] that the T (µ)µ forms a contraction
mapping to the maximum norm with a contraction modulus4 of γλ. When comparing that to the DP
4The contraction modulus determines the strength of the contraction. Given the contracting function f , causing the
contraction ‖f(a)− f(b)‖ ≤ c‖a− b‖, its contraction modulus is the scalar c.
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update Tµ, which has a contraction modulus of γ, we can see that TD-Learning performs at least as
much contraction as the DP update, which is particularly helpful as the parameter λ is controllable
by the learning system.
3.3.4 Convergence of TD(λ)
The discussion of the Forward View as well as the operator description of TD(λ) both rely on looking
into the future for an infinite number of steps, and hence prohibit implementation. However, with
the help of eligibility traces, we can use the mathematically equivalent Backward View to describe an
implementable algorithms.
Following the update described by Eq. (8) and (9), we perform a step-wise approximation to the
update as given by the T (λ)µ operator. As the state transitions follow the Markov Chain determined by
the policy µ, the approximation will asymptotically converge to the iteration
Vt+1 = Vt + αtD(T (λ)Vt − Vt),
which is equivalent to the steady-state distribution weighted Widrow-Hoff update for the new estimate
T (λ)Vt.
That observation allows linking of TD(λ) to stochastic approximation theory, as first done in [26].
Given the mapping H : RN → RN , and some parameter V ∈ RN , the Robbin-Monro stochastic
approximation algorithm
Vt+1 = (1− αt)Vt+1 + αtHVt
is known to converge to its fixed point V = HV , given that the step-size αt fulfils some stochastic
approximation assumptions. In its stationary form, TD(λ) can be described by such an update equa-
tion. Its initial deviation from the stationary form can be added as update noise that asymptotically
converges to zero. This path was taken in [6, Ch. 5] to prove convergence of TD(λ) with probability 1
to the value function V µ of the followed policy µ.
Even though our discussion has been kept rather informal, it captures the core of the convergence
proofs of most step-wise approximations to DP updates: Firstly, it is shown that the method converges
for the synchronous case, that is when all states are updated in the same iteration. For DP and TD-
Learning this is ensured by the contraction mapping formed by their update operators. As a second step,
the step-wise approximation is modelled as a deviation from the synchronous case that asymptotically
converges to zero. The same approach has been used to show convergence of TD(λ) with function
approximation [49], and for Least-Squared Policy Evaluation (LSPE) [37].
3.3.5 Approximate Temporal-Difference Learning
So far, we have only discussed TD-Learning with a full representation of the value function in form of
a value vector V . What happens to its properties if we replace that vector by its linear approximation
V˜ (i) = w′φ(i) for any i ∈ S?
Firstly, we need to adapt the TD(λ) update in terms of the function approximation used, as was
already done when TD-Learning was first proposed [45]. We will use the description of [49], which gives
the temporal difference dt at time t for policy µ and the state sequence {i0, i1, . . . } by
dt = ritiµt+1 + γw
′
tφ(it+1)− w′tφ(it),
where wt is the approximation’s weight vector at time t. That weight vector is updated according to
TD(λ) by
wt+1 = wt + αtdt
t∑
m=0
(γλ)t−mφ(im).
As that would require remembering past states to evaluate φ(im), we can again use the eligibility trace
vector et ∈ RL to rewrite the update as
wt+1 = wt + αtdtet,
et+1 =
t+1∑
m=0
(γλ)t+1−mφ(im) = γλet + φ(it+1),
initialised with e−1 = 0. Due to the linear architecture’s separation of state-dependent features and
their mixing weights, most of the state-dependencies are moved to the trace vector et. This separation
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allows is to update values of past states without remembering the whole trajectory. In TD-Learning
without value function approximation this is only possible by updating all states at once at the end
of the trajectory (called off-line TD-Learning). As we are dealing with discounted problems without a
terminal state, there is no end to the trajectory, and we have to update the state values while passing
by. Even though that method is still convergent, it is only the case for decreasing step-sizes αt, as that
also reduces the noise that is introduced by the on-line update. Since for linear architectures we can
produce accumulated state values of past states with the help of eligibility traces, this noise does not
occur.
Similar but not equal to TD-Learning without function approximation, approximate TD-Learning
performs a step-wise approximation of the steady-state iteration
wt+1 = wt + αtΦ′D(T (λ)µ (Φwt)− Φwt).
As analysed in [49], for the case of λ = 1 the iteration describes a steepest descent along the gradient
of ∑
i∈S
pi(i)(V µ(i)− w′φ(i))2,
which is known to converge for adequate step-size settings. For λ < 1, above iteration follows the
steepest descent of the time-variant function∑
i∈S
pi(i)
(
(T (λ)µ (Φwt))(i)− w′φ(i)
)2
,
which makes sense if we see T (λ)µ (Φwt) as an approximation to V µ.
Both versions aim to minimise a convex function, of which the optimum can be found by orthogonal
projection into the approximation subspace, given by the projection matrix ΠD (Eq. (5)). Hence, the
steepest descent at time t aims to find ΠDT
(λ)
µ V˜t, where we use V˜t = Φwt. That lets us introduce a
replacement algorithm of the form
V˜t+1 = ΠDT (λ)µ V˜t,
which gives the optimal approximation at each iteration. We already know that T (λ)µ describes a
contraction mapping w.r.t. D, the steady-state distribution of the Markov Chain due to policy µ. As
shown in [49], the projection matrix ΠD causes a non-expansion on that same norm. Hence, both
in combination give a contraction w.r.t. ‖ · ‖D, and the iteration converges to the fixed point of its
update V˜ µ = ΠDT
(λ)
µ V˜ µ, which is different for different settings of λ. The implemented algorithm is
a step-wise approximation to the described iteration. As the difference between the iteration and its
approximation decreases asymptotically, the algorithm converges under some realistic assumption with
probability 1 [49].
An important finding of the above is that ΠD only causes a non-expansion on ‖ ·‖D if the states are
sampled according to steady-state distribution. As this distribution is usually not known beforehand,
we have to follow the state trajectory as it would occur by following the state transitions of the problem
Markov Decision Process. If the states are sampled according to another distribution, the non-expansion
w.r.t. ‖ · ‖D cannot be guaranteed anymore and divergence can occur, as demonstrated by counter-
examples in [25, 11, 23, 48]. That the condition of on-line sampling is sufficient but not necessary
for the convergence of approximate synchronous TD-Learning is shown in [42], where they reduce the
algorithm to a form of matrix iteration. We will later demonstrate that LCS with TD-Learning can
also violate that condition but still converge.
3.3.6 Least-Squares Methods
With the better understanding of TD-Learning, two variants of TD(λ) emerged that feature signifi-
cantly better convergence rates by replacing the local gradient descent by a direct evaluation of the
minimum approximation error.
The first method, called Least-Squares TD-Learning (LSTD(λ)), works from the convergence point
backwards and introduces a new algorithm that directly approximates that convergence point. The
method was introduced for λ = 0 by Bradtke and Barto [13], and later extended to λ ∈ [0, 1] by Boyan
[9, 10]. It uses the solution to the fixed point V˜ µ = ΠDT
(λ)
µ V˜ µ, which is also the solution to Aw+b = 0,
where
A =
∞∑
t=0
et(φ(it)− φ(it+1))′, b =
∞∑
t=0
etr
µ
itit=1
,
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and et is the eligibility trace vector, given by
et =
t∑
m=0
(γλ)t−mφ(im).
Matrix A and vector b can be incrementally updated, giving At and bt at time t. Hence, the value
function approximation a time t is the solution to Atwt+ bt = 0, given by wt = A−1t bt. To avoid taking
the inverse of At at each step, we can directly update the inverse by use of the Sherman-Morrison
formula [37]. Either way, the incremental update of both At and bt converges to A and b, and therefore
LSTD(λ) as a whole converges with probability 1 [37]. Due to the change of algorithm, the requirement
of TD(λ) for sampling by the steady-state distribution is not significant anymore. Instead, an arbitrary
sampling distribution will still lead to convergence, as long as every state is visited infinitely often.
[41].
An interesting observation is that LSTD(λ) has the same structure as an approach that builds
an observation-based model of the environment and then uses that model to derive the approximate
value function V˜ µ [10]. The vector b is responsible for storing an approximation of the expected return
for each state. An approximation of the observed state transitions are captured by the matrix A.
If Φ is an N × N identity matrix, that is if the approach is tabular, then LSTD(0) is equivalent
to learning an exact model of the environment. For any form of function approximation, LSTD(λ)
creates a compressed model in correspondence with the feature vectors. As a side-note, LSTD(1) is
also mathematically equivalent to linear regression without the same excessive use of resources [10].
The other recently introduced Least-Squares method is Least-Squares Policy Evaluation (LSPE)
[37, 5], a method that closely follows the TD(λ) update. Indeed, at every time t it aims at finding the
w¯t that minimises
t∑
m=0
(
w¯′tφ(im)− w′tφ(im)−
t∑
n=m
(γλ)n−mdt(in, in+1)
)2
,
where dt(i, j) is the temporal difference, given by
dt(in, in+1) = r
µ
in,in+1
+ γw′tφ(in+1)− w′tφ(in).
While TD(λ) performs local gradient descent on above function, LSPE computes the minimum of the
above function by an iterative matrix update. The resulting w¯ is used to update the approximation
weights by
wt+1 = wt + α(w¯t − wt),
where α is the scalar step-size. Thus, rather than strictly following the optimal approximation, which
would be the case for α = 1, the algorithm also allows for more gradual weight updates. According to
[5], that is an advantage that LSPE has over LSTD(λ), as it allows LSPE to be used with Optimistic
Policy Iteration where a small step-size is essential for good overall performance. Otherwise, LSPE and
LSTD(λ) converge to each other faster than they converge to the optimal solution, given that α = 1.
What is not documented is that LSPE is computationally and spatially more expensive as it needs to
maintain one additional L× L matrix.
With respect to convergence, LSPE can be reduced to a step-wise approximation to a matrix
iteration. As the difference between the iteration and its approximation converges to zero with infinity,
the method converges if the matrix iteration converges. This is shown to be the case if the step-size is
within a particular range that always contains 1 [5]. Due to its similarity to TD(λ), the proof for LSPE
is based on the assumption that the state transitions are distributed according to the steady-state
distribution for the current policy. That requirement is another drawback of LSPE when compared to
LSTD(λ).
3.4 Optimal Control and Q-Learning
All above methods require some model of the problem to create policies based on the current value
function. However, as already shown in Section 2.3, we can use the Q-value function rather than the
value function to improve the policy without having a model of the problem. In addition to that, we
need to use some step-wise update on that Q-value function as full update of all states also requires a
model.
In this section we will introduce SARSA(λ) and Q-Learning. The first performs Policy Iteration
and uses TD-Learning to update the Q-value function. Q-Learning is a step-wise approximation to
Value Iteration.
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Both methods require visiting all states an infinite number of times for convergence. However,
policies that always select the best action (so-called greedy policies) might not cover the whole state
space. Hence, those methods need to implement some form of a soft policy, like ²-greedy or a softmax
policy, which sometimes also choose sub-optimal actions. We will not discuss details about those policies
here, but the interested reader is referred to [47] for more information.
3.4.1 SARSA(λ)
SARSA stands for State-Action-Reward-State-Action, as SARSA(0) requires only information on the
current and next state-action pair and the reward that was received for the transition. The name was
coined by Sutton [46] for an algorithm developed by Rummery and Niranjan [39] in its approximate
form, which is very similar to Wilson’s ZCS [56], as noted by Kovacs [30].
It performs Optimistic Policy Iteration on a Q-value function that is updated by TD(λ). As the
value update is based on the state trajectory of the current policy, this method is an on-policy method.
Due to its use of Optimistic Policy Iteration, the convergence properties discussed in Section 3.2.3 apply.
An additional investigation that shows convergence of SARSA(0) under certain policies is available in
[44]. For a description of how to implement SARSA(λ), the interested reader is referred to [47]. Using
linear function approximation on the Q-value function has the same effect as using approximate TD-
learning, which was discussed in Section 3.3.5. The requirement of on-line sampling is always fulfilled
as the sequence of observations is the only information that is used.
3.4.2 Q-Learning
The much-celebrated Q-Learning was developed by Watkins [53] as the result of combining TD-
Learning and DP methods. It is similar to SARSA(0), but rather than using the Q-value of the next
state-action pair to update the Q-value of the last state-action pair, it uses the Q-value that would
result from following a greedy policy, even though that is not necessarily the case. Hence, Q-Learning
is called an off-policy method.
For the sequence of states {i0, i1, . . . } and the corresponding sequence of actions {a0, a1, . . . }, the
Q-values are updated by
Qt+1(it, at) = Qt(it, at) + αt
(
rit,it+1(at) + γmax
a∈A
Qt(it+1, a)−Qt(it, at)
)
.
Hence, the estimate forQ(it, at) is updated by ritit+1(at)+γV
∗
t (it+1), where V
∗
t (it+1) = maxa∈AQt(it+1, a)
is the current estimate for the next state it+1 when following a greedy policy. This shows that Q-
Learning is an approximation to Asynchronous Value Iteration that performs the update with the
actual reward rather than its expectation. Consequently, Q-Learning is guaranteed to converge to the
optimal Q∗-values, given that all state-action pairs are visited an infinite number of times [54].
A variant of Q-Learning, called Q(λ) is an extension that uses eligibility traces like TD(λ) as long
as it performs on-policy actions [54]. With the choice of an off-policy action, all traces are reset to zero,
as the off-policy action breaks the temporal sequence of predictions. Hence, the performance increase
due to traces depends significantly on the policy that is used, but is usually marginal.
As Q-Learning is a step-wise approximation of Asynchronous Value Iteration, function approxima-
tion architectures for which the latter diverges will very likely not work with Q-Learning (see Section
3.2.1). This also applies for linear approximation architectures, for which Q-Learning was demonstrated
to diverge in some cases [12].
4 Reinforcement Learning with LCS
In this section we will show how to construct Learning Classifier Systems based on reinforcement
learning that uses an LCS function approximation architecture introduced in [22]. For now, we will
restrict ourselves to a time-invariant population of classifiers, but investigations on how such a system
reacts to the replacement of classifiers in the population is the next logical step of our research.
We will firstly give a short overview of the LCS function approximation architecture and how it
can be related to reinforcement learning methods. Subsequently, we will show how it can be applied
to model-based and model-free Value Iteration and Policy Iteration. Finally, convergence of one type
of such a system is discussed, followed by an outline of possible further work.
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4.1 LCS Function Approximation Architecture
We have introduced a formal framework and extensions to the LCS function approximation architecture
in [22]. Here we will show how it can be applied to reinforcement learning.
4.1.1 The Framework
LCS utilise a finite set of K classifiers to approximate the value function. We will enumerate the
classifiers with 1, . . . ,K, and denote a classifier parameter of classifier k by the subscript ·k.
Each classifier k matches a particular subset Sk ⊆ S of the state space S, which we have called
the match set. The aim of classifier k is to find the optimal approximation in the mean-squared sense
of the parts of the value function that it matches. To ease notation, we use the indicator function
ISk : S → 0, 1 that returns ISk(i) = 1 if i ∈ Sk and ISk(i) = 0 otherwise. The approximation of
classifier k is determined by its weight vector wk ∈ RL, which is used to approximate the value for
state i by V˜k(i) = w′kφ(i). Additionally, each classifier keeps track of its own approximation error, that
we denote by εk.
To recover an approximation V˜ : S → R over the whole state space, the classifier’s individual
approximation is mixed by
V˜ (i) =
K∑
k=1
ψk(i)V˜k(i), (10)
where ψk : S → [0, 1] is the mixing weight for classifier k and is given by
ψk(i) =
ISk(i)ε
−ν
k∑K
p=1 ISp(i)ε
−ν
k
. (11)
ν is a positive constant that allows additional control over the mixing weights. Hence, classifiers are
weighted by an inverse of their estimates approximation error, and only contribute to the approximation
if they match the current state. The mixing weights are undefined for states that no classifier matches.
We will assume that for each state there exists at least one classifier that matches that state, to avoid
that problem. For demonstrations of how to use this framework and a detailed discussion about the
optimality of a classifier see [22].
In matrix notation, the approximated value vector V˜k of classifier k is given by V˜k = Φwk.
Matching of the same classifier is expressed through the N × N diagonal matching matrix ISk with
ISk(1), . . . , ISk(N) along its diagonal. Note that due to binary matching, (ISk)
a = ISk for all a ∈
R 6=0. The sampling distribution w.r.t. classifier k is given by the sampling matrix Dk = ISkD.
The mixing weights are represented by the N × N diagonal mixing matrix Ψk with diagonal en-
tries ψk(1), . . . , ψk(N). Due to our definition of the mixing weights, for any classifier k, Ψk = ISkΨk,
and
∑K
k=1Ψk = I. The combined approximation V˜ is given by
V˜ =
K∑
k=1
ΨkV˜k =
K∑
k=1
ΨkΦwk.
This approximation is a result of the approximation of all classifiers, and should not be optimised as
a whole as that would distort the approximation of the separate classifiers [22].
4.1.2 Relating States
Any reinforcement learning method presented here is based on relating the value of the current state
to the value of one or more following states. The values of the states cannot be directly observed but
are only an artifact of the DP solution to an MDP problem, emerging through the reward function
and the relation between states.
In LCS, each classifier approximates its own part Sk of the state space S, but might have many
states that it does not match. Let us consider a transition from state it to state it+1 by performing
action at, where classifier k matches the first state but not the second, that is it ∈ Sk and it+1 6∈ Sk.
That implies that the classifier provides an approximation V˜k(it) for the value of the first state it,
but its approximation V˜k(it+1) for the second state it+1 is unreliable as the classifier does not aim at
approximating it. Hence, to update V˜k(it) the classifier has to rely on another approximation than its
own. For that purpose we will use the combined approximation V˜ (it+1) that reflects our best estimate
of the value approximation of that state. Hence, the new estimate for V˜k(it) will be the reward for
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the transition and the discounted value of the next state, that is rµitit+1 + γV˜ (it+1), given that we are
following policy µ.
Generally, we will use that new estimate for all updates, regardless of whether the classifier matches
the next state or not. This is justified by observing that the overall approximation is on average more
accurate than the approximation of a single classifier. Given, for example, that we have a classifier that
matches a large area of the state space, then this classifier will without doubt have a larger approxima-
tion error than a classifier that matches a subset of that space. Hence, the mixed approximation for the
states where both classifiers match will be more accurate than the approximation of the first classifier.
It will only differ slightly from the approximation of the second classifier, as the approximation error
determines the mixing weights.
4.2 Value Iteration
The method of Value Iteration is based on repeatedly performing the DP update T on the current value
function estimate. If used without approximation, it is guaranteed to converge to the optimal value
function V ∗. In the next few sections we will develop some variants of Value Iteration in combination
with LCS function approximation, and will discuss their likelihood of convergence.
4.2.1 LCS Value Iteration
In the case of LCS, each classifier approximates the result of one Value Iteration update T V˜t based on
the overall value function approximation V˜t. Hence, we want find V¯k for which∑
i∈Sk
(
(T V˜t)(i)− V¯k(i)
)2
= ‖T V˜t − V¯k‖2ISk
is minimal. We can compute that minimum by performing an orthogonal projection into the approx-
imation subspace {ISkΦw : w ∈ RL} of classifier k, given by the projection matrix ΠISk (Eq. (5)).
Hence, one Value Iteration update becomes
V˜k,t+1 = ΠISkT V˜t, k = 1, . . . ,K,
which results in the weight update
wk,t+1 =
(∑
i∈Sk
φ(i)φ(i)′
)−1 ∑
i∈Sk
φ(i)(T V˜t)(i)
=
(∑
i∈Sk
φ(i)φ(i)′
)−1 ∑
i∈Sk
φ(i)max
a∈A
∑
j∈S
pij(a)(rij(a) + γV˜t(j))
=
(∑
i∈Sk
φ(i)φ(i)′
)−1 ∑
i∈Sk
φ(i)max
a∈A
∑
j∈S
pij(a)
(
rij(a) + γφ(j)′
K∑
k=1
ψk,t(j)wk,t
)
,
where we minimise above approximation error w.r.t. wk and substitute for the DP update T (Eq. (6))
and the overall approximation V˜ (Eq. (10)). The mixing weights ψk,t are given by Eq. (11) and are
based on the approximation error εk,t, which is
εk,t =
1
|Sk|
∑
i∈Sk
(
(T V˜t−1)(i)− w′k,tφ(i)
)2
,
where |Sk| returns the number of elements in Sk which is the number of states that classifier k matches.
Note that for the update at time t we have to use the approximation error from time t − 1, as we
cannot evaluate the error at the same time as using it for the mixing weight to assemble the overall
approximation V˜ . The error can only be updated once the mixing weights are known and therefore
always lags one step behind. Furthermore, we should not rely on the current overall approximation V˜t
to calculate the error, as that approximation is less accurate than the DP update T V˜t−1 based on the
previous approximation. Overall, it might be most efficient to update the error at the same time as
updating the weight vector (using the mixing weights based on the previous error) so that we do not
need to store information to recover the previous overall approximation V˜t−1.
As already discussed in Section 3.2.1, Approximate Value Iteration might diverge if used in com-
bination with linear approximation architectures. Hence, it might only be safe to apply if we use the
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features φ(i) = (1) for all i ∈ S. This makes the classifiers to be averagers, for which Approximate
Value Iteration is known to converge [23]. By averaging over the classifier’s approximation to form the
overall value approximation, it makes it very likely that the whole function approximation architecture
acts as an averager and allows us to guarantee convergence. On the other hand, using other features
might cause the method to diverge. Further work on that topic will allow us to give more definite
statements about the convergence behaviour of LCS Value Iteration.
4.2.2 Asynchronous LCS Value Iteration
Rather than updating the value function of all states at once, Asynchronous LCS Value Iteration only
updates the value function of a subset of all states. We will develop the method as updating only one
state at a time, which we consider to be state it at time t. The new value estimate for that state is
given by the DP update (T V˜t)(it) and concerns only classifiers that match that state.
In contrast to completely reevaluating the approximation of each classifier at each iteration, as
done in LCS Value Iteration, we now only update the value estimate for one state and therefore have
to perform an iterative update of the function approximation without discarding past information. As
the estimate at time t is given by (T V˜t)(it) and classifier k only performs updates for the states that
it matches, its approximation at time t aims at minimising5
t∑
m=0
ISk(im)((T V˜m)(im)− w′k,tφ(im))2.
Consequently, the minimisation is dependent on the distribution of states that we update. In the long
run that causes the approximation costs to be weighted by the state distribution D, that is∑
i∈Sk
pi(i)((T V˜ )(i)− w′kφ(i))2 = ‖T V˜ − Φwk‖2Dk .
Hence, minimising that cost gives a step-wise approximation to the iteration
V˜k,t+1 = ΠDkT V˜t,
which differs from LCS Value Iteration by the distribution weighting. In terms of the overall approxi-
mation, the iteration becomes
V˜t+1 =
K∑
k=1
Ψk,t+1ΠDkT V˜t,
which is a weighted mixture of the orthogonal projection of the DP update into the approximation
subspaces of the classifiers.
Implementation possibilities are to use the LMS algorithm to perform local gradient descent on the
current error ISk(it)((T V˜t)(it) − w′k,tφ(it))2 and track the approximation error, or to use a Kalman-
filter based update to accurately track both the optimal approximation and its approximation error.
Both algorithms are described in [22], and their application will be demonstrated in the next section.
With respect to the method’s convergence properties, we expect the difference between Asyn-
chronous LCS Value Iteration and LCS Value Iteration to asymptotically converge to zero (ignoring
the difference in sampling distribution). Hence, the discussion of the convergence of LCS Value Iteration
should also apply to the asynchronous variant.
4.2.3 LCS Q-Learning with Implementations
Even though the previous method only updates one state at a time, it still required the evaluation of
the DP update (T V˜ )(it) at each step. However, if we choose our actions according to a greedy policy
and follow the transitions of the Markov Chain, the received rewards will in the long run be similar to
the ones that correspond to the DP update T (Eq. (6). Hence, we can replace the DP update T V˜t(it)
of the previous method by
ritit+1(at) + γmax
a∈A
∑
j∈S
pit+1j(a)V˜t(j),
5Even though it would be better to use V˜t(im) rather than V˜m(im), we cannot separate the state information from the
overall approximation as the mixing weights might change over time. Hence, to use V˜t(im) would require the performance
of the complete minimisation at every step and does not allow for an iterative update.
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where at is chosen in accordance with the greedy policy. That still requires consideration of all transi-
tions from it+1 to compute the value of the second term. We can avoid that by operating with Q-values
rather than the value function itself, and reduce above to
ritit+1(at) + γmax
a∈A
Q˜t(it+1, a),
which essentially gives Q-Learning. Even though it increases the spatial requirements, because we need
to store one value function per possible action, it does not require a model of the problem. For the sake
of this discussion we will assume that one classifier only matches one action, as is usually the case,
which is why it is sufficient to keep the classifier approximation V˜k action-independent. Hence, we will
only modify the matching indicator function to ISk : S × A→ {0, 1}, returning only 1 for the actions
that the classifier matches, the mixing weights ψk : S × A → [0, 1] to also consider the actions, and
will define the overall Q-value approximation by
Q˜(i, a) =
K∑
k=1
ψk(i, a)V˜k(i),
with the mixing weights
ψk(i, a) =
ISk(i, a)ε
−ν
k∑K
p=1 ISp(i, a)ε
−ν
k
.
An extension to this would be to allow a classifier to approximate values for several actions, made
possible by introducing action-dependent feature vectors.
The error we want to minimise is the sequence of temporal differences
t∑
m=0
ISk(im, am)
(
rimim+1(am) + γmax
a∈A
Q˜m(im+1, a)− w′k,tφ(im)
)2
. (12)
To avoid having to store the sequence of past states, we will employ an iterative update procedure.
Using the normalised LMS algorithm, we will perform local gradient descent w.r.t. the current
error6. That gives the weight update
wk,t+1 = wk,t + αtISk(it, at)
φ(it)
‖φ(it)‖2
(
ritit+1(at) + γmax
a∈A
Q˜t(it+1, a)− w′k,tφ(it)
)
, (13)
where αt is the step-size at time t. Hence, only the matching classifiers are updated. Besides the
difference in the mixing weight computation, the algorithm is equivalent to the one used in XCSF [59].
The approximation error can be updated by the same LMS algorithm, performing gradient descent
on the local approximation error
ISk(it, at)
((
ritit+1(at) + γmax
a∈A
Q˜t(it+1, a)− w′k,tφ(it)
)2
− εk,t
)2
to get the error update
εk,t+1 = εk,t + αtISk(it, at)
((
ritit+1(at) + γmax
a∈A
Q˜t(it+1, a)− w′k,tφ(it)
)2
− εk,t
)
.
That completes the algorithmic description for LCS Q-Learning with the LMS algorithm.
A more powerful alternative is to use the Kalman filter to track both the optimal approximation
and the approximation error. Minimising the temporal difference sequence, given by Eq. (12), reveals
that the optimal weight vector wk,t+1 for classifier k after the transition it →at it+1 satisfies(
t∑
m=0
ISk(im, am)φ(im)φ(im)
′
)
wk,t+1 =
t∑
m=0
ISk(im, am)φ(im)
(
rim,im+1(am) + γmax
a∈A
Q˜m(im+1, a)
)
.
Of the several possible algorithmic forms of tracking this optimum, we will use the one described in [22,
Sec. 4.3.6]. The approach is to observe that above optimality condition is of the form Ak,twk,t+1 = bk,t,
6For more information on the use of the normalised LMS algorithm in LCS, see [22].
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where Ak,t is an L× L matrix, and bk,t is a vector of size L. Hence, if we have knowledge of Ak,t and
bk,t, we can recover wk,t+1 by
wk,t+1 = A−1k,tbk,t.
bk,t can be iteratively updated by
bk,t = bk,t−1 + ISk(it, at)φ(it)Q¯t(it),
initialised with bk,−1 = 0, where Q¯t(it) is the expected return for state it, given by
Q¯t(it) = rit,it+1(at) + γmax
a∈A
Q˜t(it+1, a).
To avoid inversion of Ak,t at each step, we can apply the Sherman-Morrison formula to directly operate
on the inverse, that is
A−1k,t = A
−1
k,t−1 − ISk(it, at)
A−1k,t−1φ(it)φ(it)
′A−1k,t−1
1 + φ(it)′A−1k,t−1φ(it)
,
where A−1k,−1 is initialised to δI, with δ being a small constant.
The approximation error can be tracked according to [22, Th. 4.1] by
(ck,t+1 − 1)εk,t+1 = (ck,t − 1)εk,t + ISk(it, at)
(
Q¯t(it)− w′k,tφ(it)
) (
Q¯t(it)− w′k,t+1φ(it)
)
,
with εk,−1 = 0, where ck,t is the match count for classifier k, defined as
ck,t =
t∑
m=0
ISk(im, am).
This completes the algorithmic description for LCS Q-Learning with the Kalman filter. A mathemat-
ically similar weight-update has already been used in [32], but in that XCS variant the error was
approximated by the LMS algorithm. The presented algorithm tracks the exact mean-squared error
and can therefore be expected to give a quicker and more accurate error approximation.
Both algorithms describe an approximation to LCS Value Iteration. Hence, we can assume that the
same convergence constraints that apply to Value Iteration also apply to those algorithms. Additionally,
they require investigation of whether the step-wise approximation is in conformity with LCS Value
Iteration in order for their difference to converges to zero.
Even though LCS are mostly applied to complete state trajectories, a set of independent state
transitions is sufficient for using this algorithm. Examples of how this can be done for a Least-Squares
reinforcement learning method can be found in [31].
4.2.4 XCS with Gradient Descent?
Inspired by [47, Ch. 8.2], Butz, Goldberg and Lanzi attempt in [18] to add a gradient-descent like
update to the Q-Learning of XCS by multiplying the residual term of the update by the derivate of the
Q-value function w.r.t. the weight vector of the corresponding classifier. What they do not consider
is that in XCS each classifier approximates its value function independently. Hence, the derivative of
Q is to be taken of the classifier’s approximation Q˜k,t rather than the combined approximation Q˜t of
all classifiers. The derivative of Q˜k,t is φ(it) at time t, and is therefore 1 for XCS’s feature vector of
φ(i) = (1), leaving the update equation unchanged.
In Butz, Goldberg and Lanzi’s derivation, they add a factor inversely proportional to the approxi-
mation error to the update equation. Surprisingly, this factor improves XCS performance significantly.
Our intuitive explanation for the observed effect is that the changed update strongly supports over-
specific classifiers and does not allow for sufficiently general classifiers. As more specific classifiers
have a lower approximation error, the additional update factor will have a higher value than for more
general classifiers, hence supporting the Q-value update of more specific classifiers. As a result, more
general classifiers will have an overly high error, as their approximation is very slowly updated. Con-
sequently, those classifiers are easily removed from the population, and the over-specific classifiers are
replicated. What follows is an accurate approximation due to many specific classifiers, but very little
generalisation. As no population analysis was published in [18], we cannot check the validity of our
argument.
In [51], Wada et al. investigate the gradient term introduced by Butz, Goldberg and Lanzi, and
argue that the term is not valid as it refers to the approximation error which is a function of the
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approximation itself. What Wada et al. ignore is that it is completely valid to use a local and temporary
approximation of the gradient, as used in the well known Widrow-Hoff rule [55], also known as the LMS
algorithm. They proceed by investigating XCS with different combinations of standard and residual
gradient descent, but derive their gradients from the combined approximation rather than from the
classifier’s approximation, which is incorrect for the reasons discussed above. Our update Equation (13)
for Q-Learning in XCS is derived from first principles and uses a normalised form (by the additional
factor ‖φ(it)‖−2) of local gradient descent. This demonstrates that no additional factor is required to
make Q-Learning in XCS conform to a gradient descent update.
4.2.5 Directly solving Bellman’s Equation
Particularly for testing new algorithms, it is useful to directly find the solution to Bellman’s Equation
(3). As in combination with function approximation this solution depends on the function approxima-
tion architecture, we have to solve it by including the LCS architecture.
As previously described, the value estimates of an individual classifier V˜k are backed up by the
reward and the value estimate of the overall approximation V˜ . That gives for Bellman’s Equation with
LCS function approximation
V˜ ∗k (i) = max
a∈A
E
(
rij(a) + γV˜ ∗(j)|i, a
)
= max
a∈A
∑
j∈S
pij(a)
(
rij(a) + γ
K∑
p=1
ψp(j)V˜ ∗p (j)
)
.
The mixing weights ψk are some normalised inverse of the approximation error εk, which can be given
by
εk =
1
|Sk|
∑
i∈Sk
max
a∈A
∑
j∈S
pij(a)
(
rij(a) + γ
K∑
p=1
ψp(j)V˜ ∗p (j)
)
− V˜ ∗k (i)
2 .
Therefore, the mixing weights are nonlinearly related to the classifier’s approximation, which makes
the whole Bellman Equation nonlinear and not directly solvable.
Although this is a problem, we might get around it with an iterative procedure. Given that the
classifier errors are held fixed, the Bellman Equation with LCS function approximation is linear and
can be solved. Therefore, we can alternate between solving the Bellman Equation for fixed error values
and updating the error values. Due to the increasingly more accurate approximation error estimate we
can expect that iterative update to converge.
An alternative approach to solving the Bellman Equation is to use the iteration derived for LCS
Value Iteration, which can be written as
V˜t+1 =
K∑
k=1
Ψk,tΠkT V˜t.
The approximation error εk,t to compute the mixing weights Ψk,t can be evaluated by
εk,t = |Sk|−1‖T V˜t − V˜k,t‖2ISk = |Sk|
−1‖T V˜t −ΠISk V˜t‖2ISk .
That gives an iterative update procedure on the overall approximation V˜ equal to LCS Value Iteration.
The approximation of individual classifiers if given at any time by V˜k,t = ΠISk V˜t. Due to its relation
to Value Iteration it is questionable if the method converges for anything else than simple averaging
classifiers (though not even that is currently guaranteed). If in doubt, we recommend using the iteration
that is based on fixed errors rather than the one derived from Value Iteration.
4.3 Policy Iteration
Due to the fragility of Value Iteration w.r.t. some function approximation architectures, we will also
investigate how LCS function approximation can be applied to the policy evaluation step of Policy
Iteration. That step aims at finding the value function V µ for a fixed policy µ. Throughout the rest
of the section we will consider policy µ as being fixed, and will discuss several possibilities of how to
find its value function when using LCS function approximation architectures. For a discussion on the
consequences of improving the policy before that policy is fully evaluated see Section 3.2.3.
At its core, policy evaluation facilitates the DP update Tµ for policy µ. Repeatedly applying that
update to the current estimate of the value function guarantees convergence to the optimal value func-
tion V µ for a fixed policy µ. When applying function approximation to the value function approximate,
our goal becomes to minimise the difference ‖V µ − V˜ µ‖ between the optimal value function V µ and
its approximation V˜ µ. Section 3.2.2 outlines common methods to achieve this.
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4.3.1 Model-based LCS Policy Evaluation
Similarly to LCS Value Iteration, we want each classifier to approximate the result of the update TµV˜t
for the states that it matches. Hence, we want to find V¯k for classifier k that minimises∑
i∈Sk
(
(TµV˜t)(i)− V¯k(i)
)2
= ‖TµV˜t − V¯k‖2ISk . (14)
This minimum is given by the orthogonal projection ΠISk (Eq. 5) into the approximation subspace of
classifier k, and hence the update becomes
V˜k,t+1 = ΠISkTµV˜t, k = 1, . . . ,K.
Deriving the weight update and updating the classifier error is similar to that for LCS Value Iteration
and does not require repetition.
If we perform our approximation on generated samples rather than iterating though all the problem
states, the update gets weighted by the sampling distribution D, and gives the iteration
V˜k,t+1 = ΠDkTµV˜t, k = 1, . . . ,K.
In terms of the overall value approximation this iteration can be written as
V˜t+1 =
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkTµV˜t.
As for Asynchronous LCS Value Iteration, this iteration can be approximated by a step-wise procedure
that, at time t, minimises
t∑
m=0
ISk(im)
(
(TµV˜m)(im)− w′k,tφ(im)
)2
,
with respect to wk,t. Possible candidates for an iterative update are the LMS algorithm or a Kalman
filter-based approach [22].
Due to the higher stability of Policy Iteration, we could expect the outlined algorithms to be
more likely to converge than LCS Value Iteration. We will give more details about the convergence of
synchronous policy evaluation in Section 4.4, and will note here that the presented analysis gives the
first partial results on the convergence of LCS with such a function approximation architecture.
4.3.2 Step-wise LCS Policy Evaluation
By following the transitions of the Markov Chain due to policy µ, we can approximate the expected
return E(rµij+γV˜t(j)|i), required by the operator Tµ, by the state transitions it → it+1, giving rµitit+1+
γV˜t(it+1). Hence, for the state sequence {i0, i1, . . . } we can approximate LCS Policy Evaluation by
minimising for classifier k,
t∑
m=0
ISk(im)
(
rµimim+1 + γV˜m(im+1)− w′k,tφ(im)
)2
,
with respect to wk,t at time t. To additionally remove the requirement for a model of the problem,
we can use Q-values instead of the value function. Using the same notation as in Section 4.2.3, our
minimisation goal becomes
t∑
m=0
ISk(im, am)
(
rimim+1(am) + γQ˜m(im+1, am+1)− w′k,tφ(im)
)2
,
where am = µ(im) is chosen according to policy µ.
Applying the LMS algorithm to above minimisation gives SARSA(0) with LCS function approxi-
mation. Applying the Kalman filter gives an algorithm similar to LSPE with λ = 0 and α = 1. As the
derivation and results are almost equal to the ones in Section 4.2.3 we will not discuss them here.
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4.3.3 What about TD(λ)?
In [21] we have empirically tested the effect of introducing eligibility traces to LCS. Our conclusion
was that the performance loss due to traces was caused by classifier replacement and the introduction
of over-general classifiers. Here we present an additional reason why introducing eligibility traces in
LCS can degrade performance.
To perform TD(λ) with linear function approximation we calculate the expected return for state
im after following the state trajectory {im, . . . it} by
V˜t(im) +
t∑
l=m
(γλ)l−m
(
rµilil+1 + γV˜t(im+1)− V˜t(im)
)
= w′tφ(im) +
t∑
l=m
(γλ)l−m
(
rµilil+1 + γw
′
tφ(im+1)− w′tφ(im)
)
= w′tφ(im) + w
′
t
t∑
l=m
(γλ)l−m (γφ(im+1)− φ(im)) +
t∑
l=m
(γλ)l−mrµilil+1 .
That shows how to separate the approximation parameter wt from the state-dependent values φ(im)
and rµilil+1 , and allows us to use wt to calculate the approximation for previous states, effectively
reevaluating their values given the current knowledge.
In LCS, the overall approximation of a state value is the mixed approximation of all matching
classifiers. At time t, the values for V˜t are given by the values of V˜k,t for all matching classifiers.
An update of those approximations concerns not only the classifiers but also reevaluates the mixing
weights for the overall approximations. Even though we are able to calculate all state values using the
current approximation, there is no known efficient implementation that allows us to update the state
values of past states without having to store the state trajectory. Our previous implementation, as
described in [21], does not honour the change of mixing weights and therefore introduces additional
errors. We believe that it is not possible to find such an implementation, because we cannot make
predictions about the mixing weight changes and therefore are unable to separate the state-dependent
and the state-independent part of the approximation. That is not only a problem for LCS but for any
non-linear function approximation architecture.
An additional effect of the non-separation of approximation parameters and state-dependent values
is that for TD(0) we have to minimise Eq. (14), using a previous approximation V˜m(im+1) for the
expected return of state im rather than projecting it onto the current approximation V˜t(im+1), which
would be to minimise
t∑
m=0
ISk(im)
(
rµimim+1 + γV˜t(im+1)− V˜t(im)
)2
.
For a linear architecture that gives
t∑
m=0
ISk(im)
(
rµimim+1 + w
′
t+1 (γφ(im+1)− φ(im))
)2
,
which allows separation of state-dependent and state-independent values. Hence, with linear archi-
tectures we can minimise the difference between the current approximation and the expected return,
given the current approximation, for all states ever visited. For non-linear architectures we are forced
to accept that we cannot project expected returns for past states onto the current value approximation
and are therefore bound to use the past approximations for minimisation which results in a slower rate
of convergence.
4.4 Convergence Investigations
Convergence properties of a system give important information about its long-term behaviour. Even
though it is usually impossible for stochastic systems to give convergence guarantees within finite time,
even convergence after an infinite number of steps can tell us how the solution evolves over a finite
number of time steps.
In this section we will investigate the behaviour of the LCS policy evaluation update
V˜k,t+1 = ΠDkTµV˜t.
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This is the first step to investigating the properties of TD(0) and SARSA(0) with LCS function
approximation, as both performs a step-wise approximation of this iteration.
For the sake of this discussion, let us assume that the mixing weights are time-invariant, given by
Ψk for classifier k and all t. By using the definition of Tµ and the overall approximation V˜ , we can
reformulate above iteration as
V˜t+1 =
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkTµV˜t
=
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkr
µ + γ
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkP
µV˜t
We can see that this is a matrix iteration of the form
V˜t+1 = AV˜t + b, (15)
where A and b are given by
A = γ
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkΠ
µ
b =
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkr
µ.
We will use this observation in later to determine the convergence of this iteration.
4.4.1 Optimal Approximation
Let us give a short overview of how the iteration comes about: We assume that we have a model of
the problem and therefore know the transition probabilities pµij and expected rewards r
µ
ij . Hence, the
expected return for state i based on the overall value function V˜t is given by∑
j∈S
pµij
(
rµij + γV˜t(j)
)
=
(
rµ + γPµV˜t
)
(i).
Classifier k aims at minimising the distribution-weighted difference between expected returns and their
approximation for all states that it matches, which is to minimise
∑
i∈Sk
pi(i)
∑
j∈S
pµij
(
rµij + γV˜t(j)
)
− w′k,t+1φ(i)
2 ,
which is equivalent to
‖rµ + γPµV˜t − Φwk,t+1‖2Dk .
Minimising that w.r.t. wk,t+1 gives the condition(∑
i∈Sk
pi(i)φ(i)φ(i)′
)
wk,t+1 =
∑
i∈Sk
pi(i)φ(i)
∑
j∈Sk
pµij
(
rµij + γV˜t(j)
)
,
which, in matrix notation, is
(Φ′DkΦ)wk,t+1 = Φ′Dk
(
rµ + γPµV˜t
)
.
Pre-multiplying by Φ (Φ′DkΦ)
−1, and using Eq. (5), results in
Φwk,t+1 = Φ(Φ′DkΦ)
−1 Φ′Dk
(
rµ + γPµV˜t
)
= ΠDk
(
rµ + γPµV˜t
)
= ΠDkTµV˜t.
That demonstrates that the iteration V˜k,t+1 = ΠDkTµV˜t does indeed give the optimal approximation
for classifier k.
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4.4.2 Contraction of Tµ
As we are interested in the effects of the operator conjunction ΠDkTµ, let us first investigate the effects
of Tµ. We can use the equivalence of Tµ and T
(0)
µ and the knowledge that T
(λ)
µ performs a contraction
w.r.t. ‖·‖D [49], where D is the steady-state distribution for policy µ, to see that Tµ gives a contraction
to the same norm. As this is an essential property of Tµ, we will give a short derivation.
For that derivation we will use Lemma 2.1 from [5], that states:
Lemma 4.1. For all z ∈ CN , we have ‖Pµz‖D ≤ ‖z‖D.
That allows us to show the contraction mapping of Tµ:
Lemma 4.2. For all V, V¯ ∈ CN , we have
‖TµV − TµV¯ ‖D ≤ γ‖V − V¯ ‖.
Proof. We will use Lemma 4.1, the definition of Tµ, and the fact that γ ≥ 0 to show that
‖TµV − TµV¯ ‖D = ‖rµ + γPµV − rµ − γPµV¯ ‖D
= ‖γPµ(V − V¯ )‖D
= γ‖Pµ(V − V¯ )‖D
≤ γ‖V − V¯ ‖D.
The dependency of the contraction of Tµ on the steady-state distribution of the transition matrix
Pµ is introduced by the relation of the expected return to the next state, which is determined by that
matrix.
4.4.3 Approximation Properties
Having clarified the contraction of Tµ, we will now show the non-expansion of ΠDk for any |Sk| > 1:
Lemma 4.3. For all V, V¯ ∈ CN , we have
‖ΠDkV −ΠDk V¯ ‖D ≤ ‖V − V¯ ‖Dk ≤ ‖V − V¯ ‖D ≤ ‖V − V¯ ‖.
Proof. It is well known that for an orthogonal projection matrix Π, ‖Π‖ ≤ 1. Additionally, for all
z ∈ CN , the weighted matrix norm can be rewritten as ‖z‖D = ‖
√
Dz‖. Furthermore, by the definition
of the projection matrix ΠDk (Eq. (5)), its hermitian property, and the fact that (ISk)
a = ISk for all
a ∈ R6=0, we have
√
DΠDk =
√
DΦ(Φ′DkΦ)Φ′Dk =
√
ISkDΦ(Φ
′DkΦ)Φ′
√
Dk
√
Dk = ΠDk
√
Dk.
Overall, that gives
‖ΠDkV −ΠDk V¯ ‖D = ‖
√
DΠDk(V − V¯ )‖
= ‖ΠDk
√
Dk(V − V¯ )‖
≤ ‖ΠDk‖‖
√
Dk(V − V¯ )‖
≤ ‖V − V¯ ‖Dk .
The second and third inequality stem from the observation that the norm of a diagonal matrix is equal
to its largest element along the diagonal, which implies ‖ISk‖ = 1 for any |Sk| > 0, and ‖
√
D‖ ≤ 1 as
all diagonal elements are positive and smaller than 1. From that follows that for all z ∈ CN ,
‖z‖Dk = ‖ISk
√
Dz‖ ≤ ‖ISk‖‖z‖D = ‖z‖D,
and
‖z‖D = ‖
√
Dz‖ ≤ ‖
√
D‖‖z‖ ≤ ‖z‖,
which completes the proof.
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4.4.4 Single Classifier Approximation
Let us assume that we have one single classifier k, and that this classifier matches all states of the
state space, that is Sk = S. Then we have an approximation architecture equivalent to a linear
architecture, and the overall approximation is equivalent to the classifier’s approximation, i.e. V˜t = V˜k,t.
Consequently, we can reduce the LCS policy evaluation to
V˜k,t+1 = ΠDTµV˜k,t, (16)
of which we can prove convergence, given the following theorem (see, for example, [28]):
Theorem 4.4 (Contraction Mapping). Let Sf be a complete vector space with norm ‖ · ‖. Suppose
f is a contraction mapping on Sf with contraction factor α. Then f has exactly one fixed point x∗ in
Sf . For any initial point x0 in Sf , the sequence x0, f(x0), f(f(x0)), . . . converges to x∗; the rate of
convergence of the above sequence in the norm ‖ · ‖ is at least α.
Then, together with our knowledge of the properties of Tµ and ΠDk , we can state the following:
Theorem 4.5. Given a single Classifier k, with Sk = S, then for all initial V˜k,−1 ∈ RN , the iteration
given by Eq. (16) converges to the unique fixed point of that iteration, given by
V˜ µk = (I − γΠDPµ)−1ΠDrµ
Proof. Applying Lemma 4.2 and 4.3, we can show for the operator conjunction ΠDkTµ and any two
V, V¯ ∈ RN :
‖ΠDkTµV −ΠDkTµV¯ ‖D = ‖ΠDkTµ(V − V¯ )‖D
≤ ‖Tµ(V − V¯ )‖D
≤ γ‖V − V¯ ‖.
Hence, ΠDkTµ describes a contraction mapping in the inner product space defined by < ·, D· > with
contraction factor γ. Thus, Theorem 4.4 applies and the sequence V˜k,−1, V˜k,0, V˜k,1, . . . converges to the
unique fixed point of the iteration. The fixed point is derived by using Dk = D due to ISk = I, and
the definition of Tµ:
V˜ µk = ΠDr
µ + γΠDPµV˜
µ
k ,
giving
ΠDrµ = V˜
µ
k − γΠDPµV˜ µk = (I − γΠDPµ) V˜ µk .
That result is already well known in reinforcement learning, and was first derived in [49]. Naturally,
having a single classifier never applies to LCS, but the theorem shows how to combine approximation
and DP update.
4.4.5 Special Classifier Arrangements
For an arbitrary number of classifiers K, let us consider the case for which each classifier k has a
constant mixing weight ψk over all its matching states, giving its mixing matrix Ψk = ψkI. Naturally,
the condition
∑K
k=1Ψk = I has to hold to ensure averaged mixing over all matching classifier. A special
case of such a classifier arrangement is to have a disjoint set of classifiers, that is
∑K
k=1 ISk = I, with
ψk = 1 for all classifiers.
Even though that setting of classifiers is very artificial, it is currently the only combination of
classifiers that we know to form a non-expansion. That lets us state the following result:
Theorem 4.6. Given a set of K classifiers, each with a mixing matrix Ψk = ψkISk , where ψk is a
constant that satisfies 0 ≤ ψk ≤ 1 and
∑K
k=1Ψk = I, the iteration
V˜t+1 =
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkTµV˜t
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converges to the unique fixed point
V˜ µ =
(
I − γ
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkP
µ
)−1 K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkr
µ
Proof. We will first show that the mixed projection for all classifiers is a non-expansion on ‖·‖D, which
is satisfied if for all z ∈ RN , ‖∑Kk=1ΨkΠDkV ‖D ≤ ‖V ‖D:
‖
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkV ‖2D =
∑
i∈S
pi(i)
(
K∑
k=1
ISk(i)ψk(ΠDkV )(i)
)2
≤
∑
i∈S
pi(i)
K∑
k=1
ISk(i)ψk(ΠDkV )(i)
2
=
∑
i∈S
pi(i)
K∑
k=1
ψk(ΠDkV )(i)
2
=
K∑
k=1
ψk
∑
i∈S
pi(i)(ΠDkV )(i)
2
≤
K∑
k=1
ψk
∑
i∈S
pi(i)ISk(i)V (i)
2
=
∑
i∈S
pi(i)V (i)2
K∑
k=1
ψkISk(i)
=
∑
i∈S
pi(i)V (i)2
= ‖V ‖2D.
The first inequality is due to Jensen’s Inequality. The following equality uses ISkΠDk = ΠDk , and the
second inequality is based on ‖ΠDkV ‖D ≤ ‖V ‖Dk , as given by Lemma 4.3. The equality after that is
based on our initial assumption that
∑K
k=1Ψk = I.
Above non-expansion in combination with Lemma 4.2 lets us derive for all V, V¯ ∈ RN :
‖
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkT
µV −
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkT
µV¯ ‖D = ‖
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkT
µ(V − V¯ )‖D
≤ ‖Tµ(V − V¯ )‖D
≤ γ‖V − V¯ ‖D.
Hence, the iteration describes a contraction mapping on the inner product space < ·, D· >, and
Theorem 4.4 applies, proving convergence to the unique fixed point of the iteration.
By using the definition of Tµ, we can write
V˜ µ =
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkr
µ + γ
K∑
k=1
ΨkΠDkP
µV˜ µ,
from which the fixed point follows from solving above for V˜ µ.
4.4.6 Arbitrary Classifier Arrangements
Let us consider a simple problem which we will investigate: Let the transition matrix Pµ for our current
policy µ be given by
Pµ =
 12 0 121
2
1
2 0
0 12
1
2
 ,
which has a uniform steady state distribution pi(1) = pi(2) = pi(3) = 12 , giving the diagonal distribution
matrix D = 12I. We will use two classifiers to approximate the value function, where the first matches
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all states, and the second only the first two, that is S1 = {1, 2, 3} and S2 = {1, 2}. Their mixing is
determined by the mixing parameter ψ, and the diagonal mixing matrices Ψ1 = diag(1−ψ, 1−ψ, 1) and
Ψ2 = diag(ψ,ψ, 0). We will be using averaging classifiers, which gives the feature matrix Φ = (1, 1, 1)′.
For a value vector (a, b, c)′, that gives the overall approximation as:
2∑
k=1
ΨkΠk
 ab
c
 = 1
6
 (2 + ψ)(a+ b) + 2(1− ψ)c(2 + ψ)(a+ b) + 2(1− ψ)c
2(a+ b+ c)
 .
As we can see, classifier 1 averages over all states, and classifier 2 averages over the first two states.
Hence, setting ψ = 1 will assign the first two states of the overall approximation the values of classifier
2, whereas ψ = 0 gives all states the values of classifier 1.
Let us now consider the value function V = (2, 2, 1)′, and approximations V˜ ψ=0 = ( 53 ,
5
3 ,
5
3 )
′ and
V˜ ψ=1 = (2, 2, 53 )
′, and their norms
‖V ‖D =
√
81
9
, ‖V˜ ψ=0‖D =
√
75
9
< ‖V ‖D, ‖V˜ ψ=1‖D =
√
97
9
> ‖V ‖D.
Those values can be seen as the result of ‖ΠV − ΠV¯ ‖D, where Π is the overall approximation, and
V¯ = (0, 0, 0)′ is the null vector with its approximation ΠV¯ = (0, 0, 0)′. Hence, given that ψ = 0,
the overall approximation forms a contraction. However, ψ = 1 features a lower approximation error
‖V − V˜ ψ=1‖D and performs an expansion. That demonstrates that even with a fixed mixing weight
the overall approximation is not necessarily a non-expansion. Hence, we cannot guarantee that this
approximation in combination with the DP update will converge.
An alternative approach to answering the question of convergence is to consider the LCS policy
evaluation iteration as a matrix iteration of the form of Eq. (15). As we have already discussed in
Section 3.2.2, this iteration converges if and only if the matrix A has a spectral radius of ρ(A) < 1. In
the above example, A is given by
A = γ
2∑
k=1
ΨkΠkPµ =
γ
3
 12 (ψ + 2) 14 (ψ − 4) 14 (ψ − 4)1
2 (ψ + 2)
1
4 (ψ − 4) 14 (ψ − 4)
1 1 1
 ,
which has a spectrum of σ(A) = {0, γ, γψ12 }. Hence, ρ(A) < 1, and the iteration converges. That
shows that the requirement of having an approximation that forms a non-expansion is sufficient for
convergence, but not necessary. In the case of LCS that requirement is not always fulfilled, and therefore
we need to concentrate on studying the eigenvalues of the matrix A. So far, we can give neither positive
nor negative results on their investigation.
To relate matrix iterations to contraction mappings, we will give one final result which shows that
TD(0) with any non-expanding approximation on ‖ · ‖D results in a converging matrix iteration, which
is given if the matrix A has ρ(A) < 1:
Theorem 4.7. Let Π : CN → CN be a non-expansion on ‖ · ‖D, that is for all V, V¯ ∈ CN ,
‖ΠV −ΠV¯ ‖D ≤ ‖V − V¯ ‖D.
Then the N ×N matrix A given by
A = γΠPµ
has eigenvalues within a circle of radius γ, that is ρ(A) ≤ γ.
Proof. Let β ∈ R be an eigenvalue of A, and z ∈ CN its corresponding eigenvector, that is
γΠPµz = βz.
Taking the weighted norm w.r.t. D gives
|γ|‖ΠPµz‖D = |β|‖z‖D.
Using the non-expansion of Π and Lemma 4.1 lets us derive for the left-hand side
|γ|‖ΠPµz‖D ≤ |γ|‖Pµz‖D ≤ |γ|‖z‖D.
Comparing that to the right-hand sides lets us conclude that |β| ≤ |γ|. Hence, every eigenvalue of A is
within a circle of radius γ.
That confirms Theorem 4.5 and 4.6, as the approximation architecture of both theorems describe
a non-expansion that meets to the requirements of the last theorem.
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5 Summary and Conclusion
We have introduced a framework for LCS that allows studying reinforcement learning, function approx-
imation and their interaction. Furthermore, we have demonstrated its use by deriving both model-based
and model-free reinforcement learning methods with LCS function approximation from first principles,
and have elaborated on possible implementations of the use of Q-Learning in LCS. One of the two
presented implementations is novel and is expected to surpass the performance of current LCS function
approximation algorithms.
In more detail, we have derived how we can perform model-based Value Iteration with LCS, and how
this can be approximated by a step-wise update. A further approximation led us straight to Q-Learning,
for which we have shown that the Least Mean Square algorithm on Q-Learning gives the algorithm that
is currently used in XCS. Based on our derivation we have analysed recent attempts and arguments
about XCS with gradient descent, and have emphasised the independence of classifiers in performing
the value function approximation. Based on our previous work on the function approximation in LCS
[22], we have also presented an algorithm based on the Kalman filter that performs Q-Learning with
the LCS function approximation architecture and accurately tracks the optimal approximation while
simultaneously keeping track of the approximation error of a classifier more accurately than all current
implementations. With respect to the optimal approximation, we have argued that the non-linearity of
the LCS approximation architecture makes it impossible to solve the Bellman Equation directly, but
have introduced two possible iteration that should lead to that optimal approximation.
Regarding Policy Iteration, we have discussed how we can use LCS for the policy evaluation step.
We again discussed both the model-based and the model-free case, but have omitted the description
of possible implementations due to the similarity in derivations. Regarding TD(λ), we have shown
how the non-linear architecture does not allow the same efficient implementation of TD(0) as a linear
approximation architecture, and how there is no known accurate implementation of TD(λ), and possibly
never will be.
As the framework adapts concepts from reinforcement learning to LCS, it should make LCS more
accessible to researchers of reinforcement learning, and vice versa. For that purpose, we have derived
both the reinforcement learning methods and the LCS methods from first principles, using comparable
derivations. As demonstrated in the previous section, theoretical investigations on the stability of LCS
can now partially be answered by the using similar methods to the ones that are used in reinforcement
learning.
We have demonstrated the contraction mapping of the Tµ operator and the non-expansion of the
approximation of a single classifier. Both in combination gives the contraction of policy evaluation with
a single classifier, and therefore its convergence to a fixed point of the update. We have also shown how
a particular arrangement of classifiers, including any disjoint set of classifiers, describes a contraction
mapping. In a simple example we have shown that not all combinations of classifiers form a contraction
mapping, but can still converge. That convergence was established by showing that the matrix iteration
that describes the LCS policy evaluation satisfies the necessary condition for convergence.
For the use of LCS for Value Iteration (including its approximations, like Q-Learning), it is know
that linear approximation architectures might diverge. However, it might still be possible to show their
convergence in combination with averaging classifiers, as originally used in XCS. What needs to be
demonstrated is that all classifiers in combination form an averager, as defined in [23], which is quite
likely, as discussed in Section 4.2.1. Once this is achieved, we additionally need to show that Q-Learning
in LCS performs an approximation to Value Iteration, in which the approximation error converges to
zero with time.
To clarify the theoretical properties of using a linear approximation architecture in policy evaluation,
we need to analyse the matrix iteration as already outlined at the end of the previous section. Even if
that matrix iteration is known to converge, it only concerns the case of fixed mixing weights. Changing
the mixing weights results in a time-variance of the matrix iteration which might be captured by
observing the joint spectral radius of the iteration matrix sequence. If that is shown converge, the
work of Konda and Tsitsiklis [29] might give hints on how to study LCS policy evaluation when used
in Optimistic Policy Iteration.
Note that all of the above only concerns LCS with a time-invariant population. How to include the
replacement of classifiers is topic of further work on our framework. Given that LCS converges with
a time-invariant population, we can assume that modifying the population of classifiers changes the
fixed point of the update. Hence, having a convergent classifier replacement makes convergence of the
whole LCS very likely. However, there is still a lot of work ahead of us before we can give definite
statements.
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